
  

 

 

1 Call to 
Order  

Called to order by Mayor Fox, Time: 7:04 pm & 
Roll Call 

In attendance: Suzanne Klarewicz , Marc 
Rosenthal, Susan Roach, Mayor Larry Fox,  
Pam Reinhardt. 

2 Electric 
Bills 

Paying the electric bills of motion to pay electric 
bills, $388.92, $99.14, $218.41.  

Motion to pay the bills by LF Second MR 
Motion Carried  

3  Discuss if aerators have been removed. If not 
notify Neptune Councilman, Robert Lane to 
notify Neptune Public Works to remove them. 
Mayor Fox will contact Robert Lane to notify 
Neptune Public Works to remove them. 
Neptune director of DPW, David Milmoe is in 
charge of said removal of aerators. 

The boro will be covering the cost, for such 
installation. Additional discussion 
regarding the foot bridge repair or 

replacement. In light of the cost of such 
actions, the BB administrator will reach 
out to Neptune Township to put in place 
a joint effort which would allow Neptune 
and Bradley Beach to share this expense. 

4  Mayor Fox to request cleanup of sand along & 
behind gazebo Public Works needs to clean up 
sand behind and along gazebo.  

Mayor Fox to request Bradley beach 
DPW crewmember, Josh, also to cut 
down weeds by the outfall pipe. 

5  Councilman Robert Lane, not present, invited a 
new member to the meeting: Pam Reinhardt. 

Pam Reinhardt was in attendance and 
introduced herself. 

6  New Business: Mayor Fox to discuss future of 
Ocean grove retaining wall to be replaced by 
“native living Shoreline” as opposed to replacing 
the crumbling present retaining wall. 

Mayor Fox to reach out to local 
Monmouth County Assemblyman Eric 
Houghtaling & State Senator Chris Smith. 

7  Old Business: Mayor Fox said he received a 
check for $1,000 from Neptune Township for 
their annual 2021 contribution to Fletcher Lake 
which is less than the $3000 expected.  He gave 
the check to the Fletcher Lake Commission (FLC) 
Treasurer for deposit saying he would be 
discussing the discrepancy with the Neptune 
Township Mayor.  A discussion ensued regarding 
Neptune Township only making a $1,000 
contribution for 2021 instead of the agreed upon 
$3000 contribution made each year by each town 
for the past 20 years.   

According to the FLC Charter each town’s 
contributions are to be on a 50/50 basis 
and since Bradley Beach already 
contributed the usual and agreed upon 
$3000 in early 2021, Neptune Township 
should do the same. To do otherwise 
counters the Charter which defines 
contributions are to be on a 50/50 basis. 
Mayor Fox to contact Neptune Mayor to 
discuss their contribution further and 
asked the FLC to supply him with a 
consolidated list of budgetary costs that 
may or may not come up each year. 

8  Mayor Fox said the town of Bradley is looking 
into if they can allocate infrastructure monies 
towards replacing the Fletcher Lake Bridge.   

 

9  Marc Rosenthal asked if there is extra money for 
infrastructure could Bradley consider putting a 
bulk head on the east Bradley side to hold the 
sand back near the outflow pipe. 

(This area is where the knotweed used 
to hold the sand back before it was 
taken out). 

10  Mayor Fox said in 2022, “Standing Committees” 
will start in which Chairman of both lakes will 
come together. 
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11 FLC Member suggestions to Mayor Fox:   

12  ● Put bollards at both ends of Fletcher 
Lake Bridge to stop motorcycles from 
going over it.  
● Make Lake “Catch and Release” 
● Put up appropriate warning signage 

13  Motion to adjourn by Susan Roach, seconded by 
Suzanne Klarewicz. 

 

   

   

 


